ICDP is a multinational research program that provides funding and support for continental scientific drilling projects. Science teams from ICDP member countries are invited to submit proposals to request financial and operational support.

Our Mission – from Science to Society
ICDP supports drilling projects of global geoscientific significance and particular societal relevance. After more than 15 years of operation, 29 projects on five continents have been completed and several others are in preparation.

Our Members
ICDP has currently 25 members – 24 countries and the UNESCO that serves as a Corporate Affiliate.
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How You Can benefit from ICDP
Funding
* Up to more than 50 % of the costs for drilling may be funded by ICDP.
* ICDP funds also workshops.
* ICDP support is proposal–driven. We provide funding for accepted proposals.
* Deadline for proposal submission is always January 15.

Equipment & Service
* We offer i) Downhole logging service, ii) Drill core scanning and logging equipment, iii) Data and information management, iv) Online gas monitoring service, and v) Project planning and management support.

Training
* ICDP trains regularly scientists from upcoming drilling projects on all relevant aspects of continental scientific drilling.
* Costs including those for travelling, visa, and lodging will be covered by ICDP.
* Calls for application will be published in Eos and on the ICDP website. Stay tuned!